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Hash chains as chains of authorization tokens.
- tokens represent generic authorizations (not just micropayments).

Delegation
- delegation of chains or subchains.

Implemented with a trust management infrastructure.
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Basic functionality provided by JSDSI;
- Chain discovery algorithm \(\Rightarrow\) all computations needed by CATAD.
- Extended to support hash chain verification in the algorithm.
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  (tag
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Token as SPKI authorization certificate

Full tag intersection

Authorization token: \( p = (cid, i, h^i(m)) \)

Token-cert with hash verification

\[
\text{(cert} \\
\text{(issuer ...)} \\
\text{(subject ...)} \\
\text{(tag} \\
\text{ (hash-auth} \\
\text{ (hchain-id |lksjfSDFIsdkj0sndKISHfoMSKJS|}) \\
\text{ (hchain-index 15)} \\
\text{ (hash md5 |d52885e0c4bc097f6ba3b4622e147c30|)))}
\]
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CADAT and mobile agent access control

- Alice
  - initial chain-contrac-cert
  - publish access tokens for her agents
  - Alice's mobile agent
  - token-contract-cert
- token Authority
  - verify contract, and accept tokens for M, if all verifications are successful
- Agent Platform 1
  - token-contract-cert
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Thank you! questions?